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                               Baldwin July 6th
Dear Little Anne,
                               Will perhaps like to know
what the old Maid is doing here
alone?  Having hardly recovered from
the fatigue of the celebration of our
                                                              nothing
'National Independence, I am just doing ^ atall,
You will I presume be much gratified
with an account of my celebration
                                                      Being
Solus I chose myself President, and having
all my Patriotic feelings arroused on
the occasion, the Day was celebrated in the 
most appropriate manner.  Our wise rulers
having thrown aside the Constitution I
suppose it would be highly impropper
to read the declaration of Independence
therefore wisely substituted the letters of
Major Jack Downing, which were very
edefying and highly acceptable to the
Audience, (myself)  After the exercises of the 
day were over, partook of an elegant
dinner of green Peas, Drank a toast in a 
cup of strong Tea To Major Jack Downing
The only true Patriot left to this once
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Patriotic Country.  May he not only fill
the Presidential Chair; but combine in himself
both houses of Congress, also be Governor, counsel
and Legislature of every state in the Union
Siffice it to say that the greatest harmony
and unanimity of feeling prevailed through
out the day.
                             I was happy to learn that
your advertisment was duly attended to 
and that you are again “ restored to the 
bosom of your Family” The day we parted
was an unusually Proppitious one, my
Chaire was harnessed and I just ready [page torm]
step into it, when Lo! the dress maker,
of whom I had been in search all the
morning made her appearance. off went
shawl and calash, and that poor dress
which has been so long endeavouring to
be made at length felt the shears
and needle. Well this was not all my
good fortune on this fortunate day.
for about 10 oclock, who should arrive but
my own dear Elizabeth, 5 In the afternoon.
I had a lonely but not unpleasant ride
home, arrived in safty at the old
mansion, found Mother in good health
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as we left her, if she is now with
you do give her my love, and say
to her that we are all well and doing
well.
         My letters to you have ever been
commenced by soliciting some favor, and 
then filling my sheet with that most
interesting subject myself. By way of
variety I shall, as many say begin at
the wrong 'end.' And lost without such
an appendage you might suspect this was
not the "real Lemon Pane." shall close
with requesting you would be so pretty
and so clever as to procure me some
beads and bead needles for Elizabeth to
learn to do bead work. 
                                   I am now quite
Sortin you will suppose this can
be from no other than your sister
                                    Hannah
My best love to dear George.
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